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Carefully read all the problems. The first page has potentially usefu formation. The last page
is for extra writing space.
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1. True/False Circle either T or F for each sratement (10 points each)

T @ Given that Hg(l) has a higher density (thus smaller molar volume) than Fe(s), the
activity of Hg(l) at standard pressure will be very slightly less rhan rhat of Fe(s).
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For the following reaction adding an inert gas such as Ar will decrease the equilibrium
constant

2C O (d + O r( g) -----> 2C O r( s)
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28. (30 points)

For the reaction

ZNOCI (s) e 2NO(d+ Clr(g)

K = 1.6 x 10-5 at 35'C.

Given these conditions you have a container that has 2 moles of NOCI, 2 moles of NO, and 1

mole of Cl2 in a container that has a volume of 2000 L at a temperature of 35'C.
Is the system at equilibrium? If not, which way will the reaction proceed to reach equilibrium
(towards the reactants or towards the products)?
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3. (25 Points)

For the following reaction

A(s) -+ 2B(d + C(s)

You start with 1 moles of solid a in an evacuated chamber that is held at a constant temperature
of 500K. The system evolves to equilibrium at which point you find the partial pressure of gas C
is 5 Ton. What is ApGo for this reaction at 500K.
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4. (25 Points) Below is a plot of lnK vs 1/T for a reaction. Use the tangent line to extract ttre
change in enthlapy and entropy for the recation at250 K. Note: as the plot is not a straigh 5.L'7'r lb
line one cannot assume the enthalpy and entropy are indepent of temperature. I - X r.r^a
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4. (50 points)

Consider the following reaction

2A(s) + B(s) -+ZC(e)

You initially start with 4 moles of solid A and 1 mole of gas B in a container at a consrant
temperature of 400K and a pressure of 2bar. For this reaction ABG. = 5 kJ mol-r. you let the
system come to equilibrium and measure that 4100 J of heat is absorbed by the sysrem ro
maintain a constant temperature. Use this information to determine the partial pressure of the
gas C in equilibrium at the higher temperature of 600K and a pressure of 2bar.
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